Locus coeruleus activation induces perforant path-evoked population spike potentiation in the dentate gyrus of awake rat.
In vitro norepinephrine (NE) induces both short- and long-term beta-receptor-mediated potentiation of the perforant path-evoked population spike in the dentate gyrus. NE or locus coeruleus (LC) activation in vivo also produces a beta-receptor dependent potentiation of population spike amplitude in anesthetized rat. Studies of behavioral state modulation of population spike amplitude in awake rats, and in rats depleted of NE, however, have led to the hypothesis that LC-NE activation should act to suppress or reduce population spike amplitude in the dentate gyrus of unanesthetized rat. Using glutamate activation of LC in awake unrestrained rats (n = 12), the present study provides evidence that LC activation in the awake rat does not reduce, but potentiates, population spike amplitude. The potentiation effect was long-lasting (> 25 min) in 50% of the experiments. In addition glutamate ejections in the third lobe of cerebellar rostral vermis produced potentiation of population spike amplitude (n = 3) and population excitatory postsynaptic potential slope. Ejections at sites outside the LC and rostral vermis were ineffective (n = 5). Behavioral effects of glutamate ejection did not predict the occurrence of potentiation. These data support the hypothesis that phasic activation of LC cells is likely to induce short-term, and possibly long-term, potentiation of dentate gyrus throughput in alert animals.